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Li-ion battery (LIB) electrodes subjected to repeated electrochemical cycling exhibit limited lifetime and gradual performance
loss. Fracture of the active electrode particles, though one of the most widely discussed degradation mechanisms, is still not
understood fully in even the most studied positive electrode systems. Here, we develop the connection between fracture and
impedance in LiXMn2O4 composite electrodes via cycling schedules designed to produce discrete fracture events. We establish a
correlation between these fracture events and acoustic emissions, as well as a parallel correlation between acoustic emissions and
impedance growth. Through extensive impedance analysis, including conversion of impedance data to distributions of relaxation
times, we identify the sources of impedance growth as electronic contact impedance and ionic surface layer impedance. Through
measurements at multiple temperatures, we also estimate activation energies of ∼0.1 eV for electrolyte resistance, bulk contact
resistance, and current collector resistance, ∼0.4 eV for charge-transfer resistance, and ∼0.3 eV for cathode surface layer resistance.
We thus demonstrate a direct and correlative relationship between electrochemomechanical fatigue and performance loss, which can
inform LIB design and characterization for improved longevity and late-life performance.
© 2017 The Electrochemical Society. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0941714jes] All rights reserved.
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Dependable and affordable energy storage is critical to the wider
adoption of intermittent renewable energy sources and electric ve-
hicles. Currently available Li-ion batteries (LIBs) exhibit sufficient
energy and power density for many of these applications, but inade-
quate battery lifetime and poor late-life performance remain persistent
obstacles to electrochemical storage strategies.1,2 As a result, exten-
sive research has focused on identifying and eliminating the dominant
mechanisms of capacity fade and impedance growth in LIBs, includ-
ing fracture of the electrochemically active particles within electrodes.
This fracture is generally considered to be detrimental to electrochem-
ical performance via several potential mechanisms. As shown in Fig. 1,
these mechanisms include electrode fragmentation and electronic
isolation,3–6 disruption of ionic diffusion,7 acceleration of transition
metal dissolution and electrolyte decomposition,8 and the consump-
tion of Li into solid electrolyte interphases (SEI).3,9

These degradation mechanisms are plausible, discussed widely,
and modeled frequently. However, a direct link between particle frac-
ture and performance loss remains elusive in many systems due to
concurrent chemical and mechanical deterioration in virtually all situ-
ations in which fracture has been observed. Our groups and others have
shown that particle fracture is concentrated heavily in the first one to
two charge and discharge cycles10–14 (i.e., conditioning or formation
cycles). As many other transient chemical reactions are taking place
during these initial cycles, it is difficult to isolate the effects of fracture
at this time scale. Others have convincingly demonstrated extensive
particle fracture associated with certain cycle numbers later in the life
of the battery, and have shown that cycling conditions such as range of
operating voltage can influence the degree of fracture after repeated
cycling.15,16 However, such post mortem observations do not isolate
the timing of the fracture or the relative contribution of fracture to the
observed performance loss as a function of time. Moreover, demon-
strations of improved capacity via engineered mechanical behavior
(e.g., by doping or adding surface layers) typically result from a com-
bination of mechanical stability and improved surface chemistry.17–22

Here, we aimed to test the link between fracture and impedance growth
by triggering discrete fracture events in LiXMn2O4 (LMO) positive
electrodes at defined intervals during stable cycling, thus facilitating
identification of any strong temporal correlations between fracture
and electrochemical performance.

To control the occurrence of fracture in a Li-ion battery elec-
trode, a working understanding of its electrochemically-driven
fracture mechanisms is required. Fracture-inducing chemomechan-
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ical stresses arise from multiple contributors in LIBs, includ-
ing phase transformations,16,23,24 anisotropic chemical expansion
coefficients,10,25,26 and “diffusion-induced stress” (DIS) caused by
transient Li-ion concentration gradients.27–29 For the purpose of the
present study, DIS is the simplest to control because this stress in-
creases with increasing applied charge rate (C-rate). As shown in
the detailed spherical electrode particle models of Woodford et al.,27

smaller particles require higher C-rates to induce unstable crack prop-
agation. Therefore, in a composite electrode containing a wide dis-
tribution of particle sizes, intact particles exist even after mechanical
damage has been effectively saturated at a given C-rate. Further in-
creases in C-rate then lead to fracture in smaller particles. This func-
tional dependence of fracture on applied C-rate provides a convenient
lever for controlling the timing of fracture by electrochemical means.

For several reasons described below, we selected the LMO spinel
positive electrode as the test material for C-rate-controlled fracture
implementation. Most importantly, LMO and its doped derivatives
exhibit significant capacity fade, and many studies have identified
the primary culprit as dissolution of Mn into the electrolyte.30–38

This dissolution becomes more severe at high temperatures and at
extreme potentials, but the influence of fracture is not clear. Also
critical to our study of LMO is the thorough characterization of its
phase transformation behavior and predictive modeling of cycling-
induced stress available in the literature. In the normal cycling
range (0 < X < 1) for LiXMn2O4, stress evolution occurs from
the combined effects of DIS and cubic-cubic phase transformations,
as accounted for in the electrochemical shock model of Woodford
et al.23 and measured in situ by Sheth et al.39 At low voltage and high
levels of lithiation (1 < X < 2), a highly anisotropic phase transfor-
mation associated with the Jahn-Teller effect occurs, but the resulting
tetragonal spinel phase can also be found within the normal cycling
range as a result of inhomogeneous discharge.40,41 Knowledge of this
complex phase behavior is necessary for the accurate interpretation of
our fracture and electrochemical data. Finally, the detailed studies of
impedance spectra for LMO and related spinels available in the liter-
ature aid our analysis of the complex impedance responses to fracture
shown herein.42–45

In this study, we combined the advantages of both mechanical and
electrochemical characterization techniques, so that we could induce
fracture events and concurrently monitor any detectable changes in
electrochemical performance. We monitored fracture during cycling
with an acoustic emissions sensor, and confirmed the occurrence of
widespread fracture in the electrodes via post mortem scanning elec-
tron microscopy. Additional acoustic activity occurred during periods
of elevated C-rate, consistent with intensification of fracture condi-
tions. We also tracked electrochemical impedance as a function of
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Figure 1. Potential mechanisms by which fracture may affect the performance
of an electrode, considering LixMn2O4 as an example active material within a
composite positive electrode. Harmful mechanisms (red) include disruption of
ion and electron flow, as well as the acceleration of transition metal dissolution.
For negative electrodes, the consumption of active Li through solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) formation results in capacity fade. On the other hand, increase
of electrochemically active surface area (green) may also have a beneficial
effect on electrochemical performance at shorter time scales.

time during cycling, and observed an increase in impedance that cor-
related temporally with the induction of fracture. By testing the LMO
impedance spectrum under varied conditions and applying distribu-
tion of relaxation time (DRT) analysis, we associated these impedance
increases with a cathode surface layer and electronic contact resis-
tance. The simultaneous observation of isolated fracture and concur-
rent impedance growth provides a critical correlation for LMO elec-
trodes, and outlines a previously unexplored path for understanding
the fractured-based mechanisms of capacity loss.

Methods

Sample fabrication.—Composite electrode films containing
LiMn2O4 powder in a carbon/binder matrix cast on aluminum foil
were purchased from MTI Corporation (Richmond, CA) and punched
into discs of 12 mm diameter. Film thickness of 85 μm and active
material percentage of 94.2 wt% were specified by the manufacturer.
The resulting average active mass per 12 mm electrode was ∼16 mg
LMO. LiMn2O4/Li half-cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glove-
box using 2032 coin cell hardware (MTI Corporation, Richmond, CA)
with a wave spring, spacer, Li metal foil counter electrode (Alfa Ae-
sar), and two separator layers (Tonen; Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan). The
cells contained approximately 0.2 mL of electrolyte solution compris-
ing 1.2 M LiPF6 in a 1:1 (by volume) mixture of ethylene carbonate
and diethyl carbonate. In separate control experiments, electrodes
(LiMn2O4, LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4, and silicon) were produced in-house, us-
ing procedures detailed in Supplementary Material (SM), S1; the cor-
responding cell assembly procedure was the same as that described
above.

Electrochemical testing.—Application of electrochemical shock
theory.—Discrete fracture events were created and controlled with an
“electrochemical shock map” approach, as shown schematically in
Fig. 2a. Woodford et al.23 computationally produced such maps pre-
dicting the critical C-rate for fracture as a function of particle size for
DIS and the cubic-cubic phase transformation of LMO. Starting with
a composite electrode containing a distribution of particle sizes (indi-
cated at the bottom of the figure), fracture occurs over a distribution
of critical C-rates in the electrode. At a given C-rate, particles to the
right of the fracture boundary (i.e., larger particles) fracture to create
effectively smaller particles which may then fall to the left of the
fracture boundary. This trend can eventually saturate the mechanical
damage at that C-rate. Increasing the C-rate for a full cycle (i.e., a

“C-rate spike” as indicated in this figure) effectively positions smaller
particles beyond the fracture boundary, causing additional fracture to
occur.

As shown schematically in Fig. 2b, the strategy that we adopted in
this work was to repeatedly expose the electrode particles to higher
C-rates in step-like sequences termed “C-rate spikes,” while closely
monitoring the electrochemical impedance of the battery. We aimed
to determine whether correlations existed between fracture detection
and electrochemical impedance changes under the conditions used in
these experiments.

Galvanostatic cycling and electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy (EIS).—LiXMn2O4 electrodes were cycled using a Solartron
1470E tester at a base rate of ∼C/5 from 2.8 V – 4.5 V. This wide
voltage window was chosen to allow more consistent charge and
discharge completion at high C-rates, which were accompanied by in-
creased overpotentials, while simultaneously protecting the electrode
from extensive electrolyte oxidation (high voltage) or Jahn-Teller ef-
fect (over-discharge). The cells rested at open circuit for 45 minutes
after momentarily reaching these potential limits, typically relaxing
to ∼4.2 V and ∼3.8 V after charging and discharging, respectively.
After each open circuit segment, the potential was fixed at the final
open circuit voltage of that step, and an impedance measurement was
conducted. The applied sinusoidal amplitude was 10 mV, and data
were collected at 10 points per decade between 1 MHz and 0.01 Hz.
The next galvanostatic step began immediately after completion of
each impedance measurement.

Starting from the baseline C-rate, variations in C-rate were applied
according to the schedules outlined in Table I. Acoustic emissions
were measured during these cycling experiments as described in the
following section.

Separate impedance characterization experiments were conducted
to separate overlapping time constants via temperature and state-of-
charge variation. For the state-of-charge experiments, the cell potential
was adjusted in the decreasing voltage direction at a rate of −50 μV/s
between impedance collection points. Before each impedance mea-
surement, the cell was held at constant potential for 11 h or for 1 h after
the current decayed below 5 μA. For temperature-dependence exper-
iments, impedance data were collected on a Solartron ECS Modulab
impedance analyzer with 10 mV sinusoidal bias amplitude and 15
points per decade between 1 MHz and 0.1 Hz. Temperature was mod-
ulated using a resistive heating pad connected in series with a variable
transformer and temperature controller, with a J-type thermocouple
mounted on the positive electrode side of the coin cell. Measurements
below room temperature were conducted with the cell and resistive
heating pad placed in an insulated container filled with ice. Additional
impedance characterization studies beyond temperature and state-of-
charge variation are described in SM, S2-5.

Acoustic emissions measurements.—Acoustic emission measure-
ments were conducted using a Physical Acoustics Corp. (Princeton
Jct, NJ) instrument controlled by AEWin software. Signals were col-
lected with a Micro30 Medium Frequency Miniature Sensor (PAC,
Princeton Jct, NJ) connected to a 2/4/6 voltage pre-amplifier set to 60
dB gain. The sensor was attached to the positive electrode side of the
coin cell using vacuum grease and rubber bands to maximize acoustic
coupling. In order to distinguish sensor response from ambient noise,
software settings were adjusted to register only acoustic events with at
least three wave cycles above a threshold of 23 dB. Additionally, soft-
ware filters were applied to create a bandpass between 100 kHz and
2 MHz. Signal-to-noise tests were conducted periodically to ensure
that ambient laboratory noise was not mischaracterized as acoustic
emissions. Electromagnetic interference caused by channel switching
in the impedance equipment was identified by time of occurrence and
waveform characteristics, and was removed during post-processing of
data. Further waveform characteristics used to identify the sources of
acoustic emissions were compared to the silicon control experiment,
as detailed in SM, S6.
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Figure 2. a) Schematic electrochemical shock map
as calculated by Woodford et al.23 for a two-phase
LiXMn2O4 particle. An initial particle size distribu-
tion (PSD) is projected across the fracture boundary
to demonstrate additional fractures predicted for C-
rate spikes. b) Illustration of C-rate spikes and the
impedance response. The effect of fracture on the
impedance is determined from the impedance response
following C-rate spikes.

Scanning electron microscopy.—Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) was conducted on a Zeiss Merlin High-Resolution SEM to
confirm whether fracture consistent with electrochemical shock had
occurred in the cycled material. The cycled battery (Cell A) was
opened in an Ar-filled glovebox using a specialized opening tool to
prevent shorting of the coin cell. The cathode was rinsed with diethyl
carbonate to remove excess electrolyte salt. The cycled LiXMn2O4

electrode and a pristine electrode were then analyzed via SEM in the
following manner. For each electrode, 30 particles were first selected
by the researcher while imaging the sample at sufficiently low mag-
nification that cracks could not be resolved, to minimize user bias.
Particles of approximately 10 μm or greater in diameter were cho-
sen to ensure consistent likelihood of electrochemical shock in the
particles. After each particle selection at low magnification, the mag-
nification was increased to 8000X and a high-resolution image was
acquired. The high-resolution images were then used to identify frac-
tured particles. Examples of fractured and unfractured particles are
provided in SM, S7.

Impedance analysis methods – Distribution of relaxation times
(DRT) analysis.—In Li-ion batteries, impedance spectra can typically
be modeled with equivalent electronic circuits composed of a finite
number of R||CPE (a resistor in parallel with constant phase element,
the latter representing capacitance) elements in series and a War-
burg diffusion element at the low frequency end of the spectrum.46,47

The R||CPE contributions can be distinguished if there exists suffi-
cient difference between the time scales of each contribution (i.e., if
the relaxation times of the R||CPE elements are well separated), as
is often the case for geometrically well-defined thin films. Because
commercial composite LIB electrodes typically consist of complex
geometry and multiple types of material interfaces, relaxation times
vary spatially for each contribution, causing distortion of the cor-
responding semicircles in the complex plane. Furthermore, multiple
contributions may have similar relaxation times, leading to the convo-
lution of impedance signals.44 As described below, use of distribution
of relaxation times (DRT) analysis yields superior visual resolution
of overlapping impedance signals, as compared to the conventional
complex plane representation.

In the DRT approach, the electrochemical cell is viewed as a series
of infinitely many RC (resistor and capacitor in parallel) elements,
as shown in Fig. 3, with a single resistor R0 to represent the ohmic

R0 

C1 

R1 R2 RN 

C2 CN 

Figure 3. General equivalent circuit for a Li-ion battery. Infinitely many RC
circuit elements in series can be expressed as a distribution of relaxation times.

(in-phase) current response at high frequency. Each RC element is
described by impedance Zk = Rk/(1 + jωRkCk), so that the entire
cell impedance can be written in the following general form:48–50

Z (ω) = R0 + Z pol (ω) = R0 +
N∑

k=1

Rk

1 + jωRkCk
[1]

where ω is 2π multiplied by the frequency of the applied sinusoidal
bias, and the subscript “pol” indicates the polarization, or electrode,
contribution. N is a large number, and in the present case is equal to
the total number of data points collected in each impedance spectrum.
Taking τk as the time constant equal to τk = RkCk for each RC
element, and introducing a distribution of relaxation times γk , the
impedance can be rewritten as

Z (ω) = R0 + Rpol

N∑

k=1

γk

1 + jωτk
[2]

where Rpol is the polarization resistance. After expressing the
impedance in terms of DRT, the rest of the analysis consists of solving
Eq. 2 for γk . The method employed in this work involves expressing the
imaginary impedance as a convolution equation and solving numeri-
cally with Fourier transforms, as described by Schichlein et al.48 In the
resulting spectrum, Rpol times the area of each peak is equal to the total
resistance associated with the corresponding impedance contribution.

The equivalent circuit in Fig. 3 is useful specifically as a general
model for impedance features with semicircular shapes (R||CPE) in
the complex plane representation. Since Li-ion battery impedance also
contains the divergent Warburg diffusion feature at low frequency, fit-
ting and subtraction techniques were used when possible to remove
this feature, thereby allowing the complex plane data to converge to the
real axis at low frequency. As a result, only impedance components of

Table I. List of samples and C-rate variations for cycling experiments.

Cell A Cell B Cell C

Sequences before C-rate spikes - - 11 cycles + temperature dependence
Baseline C-rate C/5 C/5 C/5

C-rate spike current multiplier (cycle within C-rate spike sequence) x2 (21), x3 (27), x4 (33) x2 (8), x3 (12) x2 (6), x3 (12)
Acoustic emissions monitored Yes No Yes

Impedance monitored Yes Yes Yes
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Figure 4. a) Cumulative acoustic emissions (black line) as a function of time for Cell C, with cyclic voltage curves (blue lines) superimposed. Locations of
temporarily increased C-rate (i.e., C-rate spikes) are indicated by arrows. Results are reported following 11 conditioning cycles. b) Acoustic response and voltage
curve for the first C-rate spike shown in (a).

the R||CPE form – semicircular features with time constants between
10−1 Hz and 105 Hz – were investigated by DRT. In some cases, the
subtraction was not possible but the noise features could be identified
visually. Finally, numerical filtering was applied to the Fourier trans-
form of the DRT to remove noise features caused by amplification
of experimental error. Details of the solving, fitting, subtraction, and
numerical filtering techniques are described in more detail in SM, S8.

After identification of the number of peaks and associated time con-
stants with DRT analysis, quantitative values of resistance were eval-
uated either by conducting CNLS (complex nonlinear least squares)
fitting in ZView (Scribner, Southern Pines, NC) software or by fitting
Gaussian functions to the DRT in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA).

Materials characterization by spectroscopic methods.—Post
mortem comparisons of cycled (Cell B) and uncycled LiXMn2O4 elec-
trodes were conducted using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The Li metal
counter electrodes used in Cell B were also analyzed with both spec-
troscopic techniques.

EDS was conducted on an FEI/Philips XL-30 SEM with an EDAX
Super Silicon Drift Detector, using accelerating voltages between 7
kV and 15 kV to enable the observation of Mn on the Li anode.
The spectra were analyzed using the Point Analysis tool on TEAM
(AMETEK, Berwyn, PA) software.

XPS was conducted on a Physical Electronics Versaprobe II X-
Ray Photoelectron Spectrometer with reported depth resolution of
less than 10 nm. Binding energies were corrected using the carbon
signal at 289.5 eV as an internal standard. All fitting was conducted
in the CasaXPS software. Survey spectra were collected over the full
range of 0 to 1100 eV, and high-resolution spectra were taken in the
vicinity of the C1s and Mn2p peaks. The XPS was used to investigate
changes in Mn oxidation state on the surface of the cathode, as well as
the presence of Mn on the Li anode. All samples were transferred from
the glovebox to the XPS equipment using an airtight transfer vessel.

The results of the EDS and XPS experiments are reported in SM,
S9.

Results

Correlation of fracture with acoustic emissions.—To test for cor-
relations between LMO particle fracture and acoustic emissions, we
conducted in situ measurements of acoustic emission events during
cell cycling, and subsequently analyzed the electrode materials post
mortem to compare with uncycled counterparts. As discussed below,
fractography and design of cycling sequences aided our isolation of
LMO particle fracture as the primary source of detectable acoustic
emission events, as opposed to other acoustic signals that could po-
tentially occur during in situ measurements.

Acoustic emissions during galvanostatic cycling.—All cells ex-
hibited acoustic emissions during galvanostatic cycling. Each cell
was cycled several times before beginning the C-rate spikes to by-
pass the anomalous changes in capacity and impedance commonly
observed in the conditioning cycles. As shown in Fig. 4a, cycling of
Cell C at C/5 continued for ∼53 h (5 cycles) following a preliminary
cycling sequence consisting of 11 cycles at C/5 and subsequent test-
ing of impedance temperature dependence, as described below and
indicated in Table I. During these first 5 cycles at baseline C-rate
in Fig. 4a, acoustic emission events were observed at an approxi-
mately constant rate, as indicated by the linear increase in cumulative
acoustic emissions with time. For the sixth cycle, the applied current
was doubled (i.e., C-rate spike), and an enhanced acoustic response
was observed. This enhanced signal is consistent with the expecta-
tion that electrochemical shock-induced fracture of LMO occurs with
increased C-rate.

Fig. 4b shows that acoustic emissions occurred primarily in the
discharge (∼4.0 to 2.8 V) and early charge (4.2 to 4.5 V) phases
of the cycle. After the C-rate spike, the rate of acoustic emissions
accumulation dropped to a magnitude lower than the initial rate. After
five additional cycles at C/5, the C-rate was tripled, and another but
weaker acoustic response was observed. Similar acoustic responses
to C-rate spikes were reproduced successfully and independently in
Cell A. An acoustic response consistent with electrochemical shock
criteria was also produced by C-rate ramping in a LiXNi0.5Mn1.5O4

cell, confirming reproducibility; more details on results from these
other cells are given in SM, S10. As expected, in all cases, the first
one to two cycles applied to the fresh cell during the conditioning stage
produced many acoustic events (not shown), consistent with previous
studies in electrochemical shock, and these events were typically an
order of magnitude more numerous than in subsequent C-rate spikes.

Post mortem microscopy and analysis of cycled material.—Statisti-
cal analysis of SEM images of LiXMn2O4 particles was conducted for
the cycled Cell A electrode and compared with uncycled electrode ma-
terial. Figure 5 shows an example of a crack network found in the cy-
cled material, indicating cracks with red arrows. The cycled electrode
exhibited cracking consistent with electrochemical shock, with 60%
of the imaged electrode particles fractured. The physical locations of
these particles on the composite electrode, as well as the portion of
the cycled electrode used for the analysis, are illustrated in the inset
of Fig. 5. The cracks typically appeared thin, straight, and deep, often
branching to form a network of cracks in the particle with crack-to-
crack spacing on the order of 1–3 μm, and the crack networks usually
extended through most of the visible volume of the particle. For the
uncycled cathode material, < 10% of the particles exhibited flaws
that were similar in appearance to crack networks in the cycled parti-
cles. This comparison supports the role of electrochemical cycling in
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Figure 5. Scanning electron micrograph of fracture network in LiXMn2O4
resulting from electrochemical cycling. Locations of fractured and unfractured
particles imaged on a piece of cycled LiXMn2O4 composite cathode (Cell A)
using a statistical approach are shown in the inset.

promoting active particle fracture under these conditions. An addi-
tional control cell, cycled without C-rate spikes, exhibited cracking
characteristics similar to Cell A (SM, S11). This second comparison
confirms that appreciable fracture can also be detected by acoustic
emissions in the absence of C-rate spikes at the same baseline C-rate.
Exclusion of other types of surface flaws from the SEM electrochem-
ical shock analysis is discussed in SM, S7.

Correlation of impedance with acoustic emissions.—Having es-
tablished correlation between fracture and the in situ surrogate of
acoustic emissions, we next considered operando correlations be-
tween this fracture surrogate and functional consequences to bat-
tery performance. To test for correlations specifically between elec-
trical impedance and acoustic emissions, we measured and analyzed
impedance spectra on a twice-per-cycle basis, including immediately
before and after implementation of C-rate spikes. As discussed be-
low, these comparisons demonstrated a strong correlation between
impedance growth and acoustic emission accumulation. While both
acoustic emissions and impedance growth occurred gradually over
each cycle, sudden and more significant increases in both quantities
occurred during the applied C-rate spikes.

Changes in impedance following C-rate spikes.—During steady-
state cycling at constant C-rate, the total electrochemical impedance
increased gradually each cycle. Following each C-rate spike, sudden
increases in the total electrochemical impedance occurred that were
significantly larger than those expected from steady-state cycling.
Fig. 6a demonstrates this effect for Cell B in the complex plane, with
impedance spectra shown for cycles 5–7, 9–11, and 13–15 in the
discharged state, all following full discharges at C/5 and open circuit
segments of 45 minute duration. Cycles 8 and 12 correspond to C-
rate spikes of C/2.5 and C/1.7, respectively, resulting in a different
state of charge after open circuit conditions (data not shown). Each
impedance spectrum consisted of a high frequency offset on the real
axis (left side of figure), followed by distorted semi-circles at high
and middle frequencies, and ultimately a diffusive “tail” at the lowest
frequencies (right side).

We assigned spectrum features based on previous studies and our
own experiments at different temperatures, electrode compositions,
and cycling histories. Generally, the ohmic resistance at the high fre-
quency offset is consistent with ionic transport resistance through the
electrolyte and separator (∼10 �).43,46 Thus, we assigned the high
frequency offset to the electrolyte, as assumed commonly by others.
From these data, we calculated the activation energy for the electrolyte
resistance as 0.15 eV, similar to previous reports.43,47 As discussed be-
low, we attributed the intermediate frequency response (characterized

by convoluted depressed semicircles) to the interfacial components of
the electrode resistance; this group of features exhibited an increase
in resistance following each C-rate spike. The lowest frequency “tail”
is commonly assigned to bulk diffusive processes within the electrode
or electrolyte and is not discussed further herein.44,46 Since multiple
arcs in the electrode impedance spectra overlapped significantly, and
were therefore difficult to deconvolute visually, we employed DRT
analysis of the intermediate frequency region between 10−1 Hz and
105 Hz.

DRT analysis improved the identification of separate impedance
contributions, as shown in Fig. 6b. While only two overlapping semi-
circles were obvious from visual inspection of the impedance spectra,
the peaks shown by DRT analysis included at least three features. We
multiplied the DRT by Rpol such that the area of each peak represented
the total resistance of the corresponding impedance contribution(s).
Therefore, we could compare the area of each peak, not only within
each spectrum, but also among multiple spectra (i.e., across the spectra
corresponding to each cycle), each with differing total areas.

Figure 6b shows that sudden increases in peak height were vis-
ible after the C-rate spikes for the rightmost peak at ∼600 Hz and
for a middle-frequency peak emerging at ∼16 Hz. We conducted
peak area calculations by fitting Gaussian functions to the peaks as
described in SM, S12. Figure 6c shows that the fitted peak areas,
and therefore resistances, of both the 600 Hz and 16 Hz impedance
contributions increased as a result of the C-rate spikes. The ohmic
(high-frequency) impedance also increased during the C-rate spikes,
as fit by ZView. While the peak at 4 Hz was difficult to fit reliably,
decreases in this low-frequency feature were visible after the first C-
rate spike. This analysis demonstrates the usefulness of the DRT in
separating impedance growth contributions, as it enables the observa-
tion of multiple impedance changes corresponding to time constants
occurring within one order of magnitude.

Characterization of electrochemical impedance spectra.—Varia-
tion of temperature and state-of-charge enabled location and decon-
volution of the DRT peaks. Fig. 7a shows four distinct impedance
processes that we identified while varying temperature between 4◦C
and 48◦C in increments of ∼5◦C in Cell B. The peak labeled ∗ is
excluded from discussion, as it was an artifact of DRT conversion and
thus was not included in the ZView calculations used here. As peak β
only dominates at high temperature, and Peaks χ and δ are separated
only at low temperature, exploration of this entire temperature range
was necessary to characterize the impedance peaks present at room
temperature. We observed a similar temperature profile in Cell C, and
applied ZView fitting to data both from Cells B and C to determine
the activation energies for peaks α, β, χ, and δ as 0.38 eV, 0.05 eV,
0.34 eV, and 0.14 eV, respectively. We studied peaks α, β, and χ from
Cell C due to good separation of these processes over a wide temper-
ature range. Figure 7b shows how we used a single middle-frequency
peak fit for peaks β and χ, as it exhibited distinct thermal behaviors
at high and low temperature. The activation energies calculated from
Cell C were used as input constraints to enable the fitting of peak δ
in Cell B. Figure 7c shows the resulting activation energy for peak δ.
Additional details of this fitting process and the possible sources of
error are provided in SM, S13.

We also measured the state-of-charge dependence of impedance
on a similar LiXMn2O4/Li cell after 1.5 cycles at C/5. Figure 8 shows a
convolution of peaks β, χ, and δ that nearly tripled in total resistance as
the potential was decreased from 4.3 V to 3.8 V. At low frequency, peak
α was dominant only at potentials < 4.0 V and > 4.2 V, consistent with
charge-transfer resistance. We describe the assignments of physical
impedance contributions to these four peaks, and the implications for
electrochemically induced particle fracture, in the Discussion.

Discussion

Fracture correlation with C-rate spikes.—Microscopic compari-
son of cycled and uncycled cathodes via SEM confirmed that electro-
chemical cycling under these conditions resulted in significant particle
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fracture. The in situ acoustic emissions reported in Fig. 4 exhibit sev-
eral important features consistent with electrochemical shock. Most
importantly, the acoustic response was sensitive to applied C-rate,
as more acoustic emissions were registered during the C-rate spikes.
Simulated electrochemical shock maps by Woodford et al.23 predict
C/5 cycling to cause fracture in particles exceeding ∼2 μm diameter.
In our experiments, the starting particle size distribution (PSD) in-
cluded a range of particle sizes from the submicron range to >10 μm.
The SEM images revealed crack spacing of ∼1-3 μm on large parti-
cles, as in Fig. 5. This finding suggests that our PSD spans both above
and below the C/5 fracture criterion predicted by the electrochemical
shock map, enabling us to probe the effects of C-rate sensitivity.

As mentioned previously, we observed widespread fracture in an-
other electrode exhibiting acoustic emissions that was not subjected to
C-rate spikes (SM, S11). Thus, we attribute acoustic emissions during
both baseline cycling and the C-rate spikes to particle fracture. The
acoustic emissions recorded during some C-rate spikes (e.g., Fig. 4,
second C-rate spike) were not noticeably different from the acoustic
patterns during baseline cycles. This variable amplitude of acoustic
emission responses to C-rate spikes is consistent with fracture as a
stochastic event, and with the high variance associated with small
numbers of acoustic signals (only ∼60 total acoustic emissions in
Fig. 4). Further, the modest accumulation of fracture events detected
during baseline cycling is consistent with electrochemomechanical fa-
tigue damage progression, whereby fracture may accumulate slowly
due to changing morphological and electrochemical boundary condi-
tions (e.g., newly formed particle surfaces and/or modified lithiation
kinetics) even after initial electrochemical shock.

While fracture of electrochemically active electrode particles was
the most likely cause of the observed acoustic emissions, we also con-
sidered other potential sources of acoustic emissions such as binder
delamination or gas evolution from side reactions. To ensure that
the acoustic emissions did not correlate simply with the total charge

passed, we graphed the cumulative acoustic emission curves as a func-
tion of cumulative capacity rather than time. The sudden increases in
acoustic emission rate still appeared prominent in the high current
region associated with the C-rate spike (see SM, S14). Addition-
ally, we cycled one cell repeatedly at C/2.5 after the reported C-rate
spike sequence, with minimal increase in the baseline rate of acoustic
emissions (see SM, S15). This absence of increase in baseline acous-
tic response is consistent with our understanding of electrochemical
shock, as C-rate dependent fracture has been shown to saturate quickly
during cycling at constant C-rate.10–14

The potential conditions under which acoustic emissions were ob-
served did not match conditions expected to promote electrolyte ox-
idation reactions. Acoustic emissions due to side reactions (e.g., gas
evolution during electrolyte decomposition) were observed clearly
in a ∼5 V LiXNi0.5Mn1.5O4 composite electrode as the potential ex-
ceeded ∼4.8 V, consistent with oxidation conditions for organic liquid
electrolytes45,51 (see SM, S10). In contrast, the LiXMn2O4 electrodes
herein were not exposed to potentials exceeding 4.5 V, and the ob-
served acoustic emissions were not prevalent at potentials approaching
4.5 V. The acoustic emissions in Fig. 4 occurred instead at potentials
expected to promote LMO cubic-cubic phase transformation events,
concurrently with the voltage plateaus.52,53 The electrochemical shock
fracture boundary in Fig. 2a is dictated by contributions from both
phase transformation stress and C-rate dependent stress arising from
Li gradients within a given particle. Therefore, the total chemome-
chanical stress is maximized in the two-phase regime and acoustic
emissions and fracture are expected to occur in this regime.54 However,
despite these consistencies with fracture in the cubic-cubic two-phase
regime, the experiments herein cannot completely rule out the influ-
ence of small amounts of tetragonal phase that could promote fracture
at high C-rates. A detailed study of this effect is left to future work.

Finally, the relationship between amplitude and duration of acous-
tic waveforms (see SM, S6) was consistent with fracture events in
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the Si control experiment, as well as with fracture-induced acoustic
emissions reported in the literature.12 From the above analysis and
the extensive fracture observed post mortem in the cycled electrode
via SEM, we attribute the acoustic emissions to fracture of the LMO
particles.

Origin of impedance growth with fracture.—Assignment of phys-
ical impedance contributions to DRT peaks.—Accurate assignment of
physical impedance contributions to the DRT peaks labeled in Fig. 7a
is necessary to identify the mechanism(s) by which fracture affects the
impedance. Below, we determine the physical identity of each peak
based on control experiments and logical inference.

Peak α: Charge-transfer resistance. Although it is a simplification
for LIB chemistry, the classic view of charge-transfer resistance for a
one-step, one-electron process gives insight into the expected state-of-
charge behavior. From the Butler-Volmer framework, charge transfer
resistance Rct is given by55

Rct = RT

Fi0
[3]

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is temperature, F is the Faraday
constant and i0 is the exchange current. The exchange current can be
expressed as

i0 = F Ak0C∗(1−x)
O C∗x

R [4]

where A is the electrochemically active area, k0 is the standard rate
constant, x is the transfer coefficient (0 < x < 1) and C∗

O and C∗
R are

the concentrations of the oxidized and reduced species in the bulk,
respectively. From Eqs. 3 and 4, we can deduce that a minimum in
charge-transfer resistance should occur in the potential range of the
dominating redox reaction (4.0–4.2 V), and increase as C∗

O or C∗
R

becomes small, i.e., as potential moves above or below this range.43,45

This predicted behavior is consistent with peak α in Fig. 8, which
increases outside the range of 4.0 V to 4.2 V. Further, this strong
thermal activation of 0.38 eV is consistent with that expected for a
charge transfer process.43,47

Peaks β and δ: Electronic contact resistance. Multiple au-
thors have reported bulk or surface electronic resistance features in
impedance spectra31,43,44,47 for LMO and other cathode materials. As
with ionic contributions to impedance, electronic contact impedance
can exhibit relaxation times observable by EIS due to sufficiently high
resistance and capacitance of the corresponding interfaces. The low
measured thermal activation energies of 0.05 and 0.14 eV for peaks
β and δ, respectively, suggest that the processes associated with these
peaks do not involve ionic diffusion through a solid phase. Further-
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more, electrical resistance is most likely to appear in electrodes of
low carbon content, such as these commercial electrodes with 94.2%
active material (< 6% carbon). It is plausible that this contact resis-
tance could arise from the electrode-current collector interface or the
interparticle interfaces within the bulk of the cathode. In this case, we
assign cathode-current collector resistance to peak δ, and interparticle
or particle-carbon resistance to peak β.

We infer this distinction between peaks β and δ by the following
control experiment. We fabricated our own “carbon-rich” LMO elec-
trode loaded with 8 wt% carbon and < 5 μm LMO particles, and the re-
sulting cell exhibited an impedance spectrum lacking peak β, as shown
and described in SM, S2. However, a temperature-independent peak
δ was discovered at high temperature and partially convoluted with
a thermally activated peak χ. The contact resistance in this carbon-
rich lab-made electrode can be attributed to the segregation of carbon
toward the top of the electrode film during tape casting. As shown
in the SEM cross-section in SM, S2, contact between the composite
electrode and Al foil was primarily dominated by oxide particles with
little carbon nearby, while ample carbon was available for interparti-
cle contacts. The occurrence of peak δ and absence of peak β in the
carbon-rich film are together consistent with this observation.

Peak χ: LMO surface layer. The thermally activated impedance
feature at high frequency is often identified as cathode surface layer
or SEI impedance in the literature.43,44,56,57 We thus took care to rule
out the potential appearance of the Li surface film in the impedance
spectrum, which should also be thermally activated and appear at a
similar state of charge47 (see SM, S3). Along these lines, the LMO
cathode was confirmed to be the source of this peak via a three-
electrode test (see SM, S4). Separately, an aged cell was opened up
and the Li metal and electrolyte were replaced, and it was confirmed
that peak χ was not reduced in magnitude by this process (see SM,
S5). Finally, the lab-made LMO/Li cell, with one order of magnitude
less active material as compared with commercial electrodes, still
exhibited a thermally activated peak χ (see SM, S2). The strong
presence of peak χ in a cell with significantly less LMO suggests
strongly that this peak is attributable to the LMO electrode material.

We can now also consider more specifically the possible sources of
this impedance attributed to the LMO particles. The peak still existed
in cycled cells maintained below 4.3 V (not shown), for which oxi-
dized electrolyte products are not favored to form on LMO. Moreover,
the peak occurred at a highly reproducible time constant from cell to
cell, and represented a diffusive component as inferred from the activa-
tion energy. Reasonable assignments for this ionic impedance include
deposited products of Mn dissolution37 or surface phases (Mn3O4)
occurring within ∼10 nm from the surface of cycled LMO.58,59 Such
surface phases are sensitive to the oxidation state of Mn ions and
therefore the state-of-charge of the cell. The altered surface oxida-
tion state of Mn observed in Cell B via XPS is consistent with this
hypothesis (see SM, S9), though full confirmation of this impedance
contribution deserves future study.

Possible pathways for impedance growth.—As discussed in the
Results, the C-rate spikes induced sudden increases in resistance for
two impedance features centered at ∼16 Hz and ∼600 Hz, which
corresponded to peak β and a convolution of peaks χ and δ, respec-
tively. We identified the ∼16 Hz peak as electrical contact resistance
of the bulk (e.g., LMO-LMO contact resistance, such as contact across
a crack). We attributed the ∼600 Hz peak to both current collector
contact resistance and an LMO surface layer. To be consistent with
these impedance attributions, any causal mechanism postulated to re-
late fracture and impedance must involve the disruption of electronic
conduction, while the role of the LMO surface layer remains admit-
tedly unclear. Here we propose the most likely mechanistic pathways
consistent with the observed impedance growth, and highlight uncer-
tainties to be resolved in future work.

First, we must consider why the bulk contact resistance repre-
sented by peak β increased concurrently with fracture. As shown in
Fig. 1, crack formation can block electron flow by increasing the den-
sity of insulating surfaces across which electrons must be transferred.

Electronic transfer across these new surfaces, especially those inter-
nal to the particles, is not facilitated by the presence of carbon, so
electronic disruption is inevitable in the case of severe degradation.
Electronic isolation is perhaps the most widely assumed source of
fracture-induced degradation in the literature, and we also consider
it to be the most likely explanation for our observations. However,
although this mechanism accounts for the growth of peak β with frac-
ture, it does not explain the increase in the peak occurring at 600
Hz.

An alternative explanation for the increase of peak β is the loss
of carbon contacts via the dissolution of the LMO active material.
Mn dissolution is a well-known effect in LMO, and the loss of ma-
terial near the carbon contacts could explain the observed increase
in contact resistance.31,60 However, as this effect occurs at the ex-
isting surface and does not require fracture, this impedance growth
mechanism should not have high sensitivity to C-rate. Typically, Mn
dissolution is a strong function of state-of-charge, particle size, and
temperature, and is known to occur during storage without cycling.
However, Börner et al.61 recently observed an increase in Mn disso-
lution at higher C-rates and attributed it to kinetically imposed local
differences in state-of-charge near the LMO surface, where the disso-
lution reaction takes place.

We therefore find the fracture explanation to be more plausible
for the results presented herein. We demonstrated that the growth of
this contact resistance was not accelerated significantly by repeated
cycling at increased C-rate after the saturation of fracture (see SM,
S15). However, the acceleration of a reaction involving the electrolyte
is likely also present, and is manifested in the increased ohmic resis-
tance during the C-rate spikes.

The growth of the 600 Hz peak can be explained separately or
in tandem with the growth of peak β. In the case of Mn dissolution,
undesired phases such as MnF2 or LiF may deposit on the cathode37

and contribute to surface impedance through peak χ, and fracture may
accelerate this deposition by increasing the available surface area for
Mn dissolution. Alternatively, if peak χ is due to thin LMO surface
phases (such as Mn3O4 or tetragonal spinel Li2Mn2O4), higher kinetic
intrusion into the low-voltage plateau at end of discharge may further
alter the Mn oxidation state, affecting the thickness of these phases.
In that case, recovery should be expected after a return to normal
cycling, but it is unclear whether this recovery would occur within the
time scale of these experiments. Further investigations of the effect of
C-rate spikes and concurrent fracture over longer time scales should
facilitate increased understanding of fracture effects on capacity and
impedance for >100s of cycles.

Over the past decade, the battery community has made great strides
toward understanding the conditions for electrochemical shock, and
design methods are already in place to reduce the occurrence of frac-
ture in active electrode materials. However, the connection between
electrode material fracture and electrochemical performance is con-
veyed chiefly via models, schematics, and assumptions that require
further experimental evidence. By triggering controlled fracture events
through extended electrochemical cycling, we have presented a me-
thodical approach to measure a temporal correlation between fracture
and changes in electrochemical impedance, and have thereby iden-
tified plausible mechanisms by which fracture promotes impedance
growth in this model system.

Conclusions

Here we implemented an electrochemical shock-based C-rate spike
approach to trigger discrete fracture events during repeated cycling of
LiXMn2O4/Li cells. Increased cycling rates during the C-rate spikes
led to increased acoustic emissions, which we interpreted as C-rate
dependent fracture of the active LMO particles in the positive com-
posite electrode. We confirmed the occurrence of extensive particle
fracture by electron microscopy image comparison of cycled and un-
cycled LiXMn2O4 electrodes. Concurrently with the fracture triggered
by C-rate spikes, we observed impedance growth corresponding to at
least two physical contributions. By distribution of relaxation times
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analysis and several control experiments, we identified one impedance
contribution as the electronic contact resistance within the bulk of
the cathode. We hypothesize that this impedance growth is caused by
cracks disrupting electronic flow within the particles. The other source
of impedance growth is attributed to either current collector resistance
or to thin secondary phases on the surface of LMO. Knowledge of
this correlation between fracture and electrochemical performance in
LiXMn2O4 and other electrode materials is critical for understanding
the effect of fracture in LIBs, and ultimately will aid in determining
design criteria for energy storage devices with increased durability
and lifetime.
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